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Self-assembly of lobed particles into amorphous and
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1

We report simulation studies on the self-assembly of hard-2

lobed particles (patchy particles where patches appear as3

lobes around a seed) of different shapes and show that vari-4

ous types of self-assembled morphologies can be achieved5

by tuning inter-lobe interactions. On self-assembly, the6

linear building blocks having two lobes around the seed7

formed rings, the trigonal planar building blocks formed8

cylindrical hollow tubes and two-dimensional sheets,9

and the square planar building blocks formed spherical10

clathrates. The tetrahedral, trigonal bipyramidal, and11

the octahedral-shaped particles formed compact porous12

crystalline structures which are constituted by either13

hexagonal close packed or face centered cubic lattices.14

The pore size distributions revealed that linear, trigonal15

planar, and square planar building blocks create highly16

porous self-assembled structures. Our results suggest17

that these self-assembled morphologies will potentially find18

applications in tissue engineering, host-guest chemistry,19

adsorption, and catalysis.20

21

Colloidal patchy particles have gained importance due to their22

ability to self-assemble into higher-order structures (colloidal23

molecules, colloidal polymers, and even colloidal crystals) dic-24

tated by their shapes and directional interactions1–7. Based upon25

the structures and chemical functionalities, these self-assembled26

entities have potential applications as photonic band gap mate-27

rials8, catalysts,9 and biomaterials10,11. Notwithstanding chal-28

lenges in the controlled synthesis of patchy particles, several syn-29

thesis techniques have been devised12–16 and applied to demon-30

strate, for example, self-assembly of spherical triblock Janus par-31

ticles into a two-dimensional kagome lattice.17 A staged self-32

assembly process in which different patches are sequentially acti-33

vated was further shown to form porous structures as well as cu-34
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bic diamond and body centered cubic lattices.18,19 Not only the35

spherical particles, non-spherical patchy particles (where patches36

appear as lobes around a central seed) have been shown to self-37

assemble into colloidal molecules and polymers.20 Moreover, soft38

patchy particles made up of terpolymers were shown to form long39

colloidal polymers by self-assembly or co-assembly between dif-40

ferent types of building blocks.21
41

Although non-spherical patchy particles of different shapes can42

be synthesized, detailed investigations on their self-assembled43

morphologies are yet to be carried out. A molecular simulation44

study on the self-assembly of spherical patchy particles revealed45

that structures like chains, sheets, tetrahedra, and icosahedra can46

be obtained depending on the number and location of patches on47

the spherical surface.22 We hypothesized that if patches appear48

as hard lobes and are positioned at specific locations to design49

specific particle-shapes, then the self-assembly of those particles50

may lead to higher-order structures. Moreover, directional inter-51

actions between the hard lobes will create more excluded volume52

around each particle because of their non-spherical shape that53

may lead to porous self-assembled structures.54

In this work, we have studied the self-assembly of different55

types of hard-lobed particles into porous morphologies. Specif-56

ically, we have chosen lobed particles (Sm
NL

, m denotes the shape57

and NL denotes the number of lobes present in the particle)58

as building blocks of seven different shapes (Fig. 1): snow-59

man (SSM
1 ), dumbbell (SDB

2 ), trigonal planar (STP
3 ), square plan-60

ner (SSP
4 ), tetrahedral (STH

4 ), trigonal bipyramidal (STBP
5 ), and61

octahedral (SOCT
6 ). The shapes of lobed particles considered62

in this study are experimentally realizable20,23–25. For ex-63

ample, Stefano et al.23 synthesized single to multi-lobed par-64

ticles of different shapes by first nucleating oil droplets (3-65

methacryloxypropyl trimethoxysilane oligomers) around nega-66

tively charged polystyrene seeds and then solidifying the oil67

droplets using the radical polymerization technique. Meester et68

al.25 have also shown a way of producing lobed particles of de-69

fined shapes by reconfiguring the random aggregates of spherical70

colloids.71
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Fig. 1 Seven building blocks of different shapes are shown in space-filling
representations. The central seed (C) and the lobes (L) are represented
by red and yellow spheres, respectively.

For each building block, we have performed coarse-grained72

Langevin dynamics simulations using the GPU-accelerated soft-73

ware HOOMDBlue.26,27 The non-bonded interactions between74

the lobes are attractive and have been modeled by the Lennard-75

Jones potential and the interactions between two central seeds76

(C) and also between a lobe (L) and a seed (C) are repulsive and77

have been modeled by the surafce-shifted Lennard-Jones poten-78

tial implemented in HOOMD-BLue (see supplemental methods,79

ESI† ). For each building block, we have tuned the parameter80

εLL/kBT (εLL is the depth of potential well for the L-L pair, kB is81

the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature), which we de-82

note by ε̃LL (reduced interactions between the lobes in kBT units),83

to observe its effect on the self-assembly. The ε̃LL values employed84

in this work are 3.0, 3.8, 4.3, 5.0, 6.0, 7.5. We also carried out sim-85

ulations with multiple initial configurations to test the robustness86

of self-assembled structures obtained, as has been done in pre-87

vious studies28. We further report the convergence of potential88

energy per particle vs. simulation time (Fig. S1, ESI†).89

We have observed that the occurrence of self-assembly depends90

on the number of lobes (NL) and the non-bonded interactions91

( ˜εLL). In the case of SOCT
6 , the lowest ε̃LL value that shows self-92

assembly is 3.8, but the lowest ε̃LL value showing self-assembly93

increases as the number of lobes decreases (Table S1, ESI†). The94

SSM
1 building blocks with one lobe do not show self-assembly for95

any ε̃LL value. The SDB
2 building blocks exhibit self-assembly only96

at ε̃LL = 7.5. Since the building blocks in all simulations have97

attractive interactions only through the lobes, a higher number98

of lobes around a seed creates a higher number of sites of at-99

traction and thereby results in their self-assembly at a lower ε̃LL100

value. For each system, we further estimated the change in av-101

eraged potential energy per particle (Ep) with the change of ε̃LL102

or reduced temperature, T ∗ (Fig. S2, ESI†). In each case, we103

observed a sharp change in Ep when the lobed particles undergo104

transitions from disordered states to self-assembled states, a fea-105

ture of the first order transitions. Such transitions have also been106

observed in the self-assembly of spherical patchy particles with107

four patches at four equatorial positions or two ring patches near108

the poles that were found to undergo first order transitions from109

disordered phases to self-assembled two dimensional sheets or110

Fig. 2 Self-assembly of SDB
2 building blocks: (A) Simulation domain

showing the formation of self-assembled structures at ε̃LL = 7.5, (B) Ring
structures formed by the building blocks, (C) Radial distribution function
for the C-C pair; (inset) A snapshot of the first coordination shell of a
building block, and (D) Trigonal prismatic geometry of the seeds in the
first coordination shell.

icosahedra22. We now describe key structural features of various111

self-assembled morphologies.112

For SSM
1 building blocks, we did not observe self-assembly for113

ε̃LL values ranging between 3.0 and 7.5 (Table S1, ESI†). We114

then tested their self-assembly at a higher value (ε̃LL = 15.0) and115

found that SSM
1 particles form small triangular planar or tetrahe-116

dral clusters (Fig. S3, ESI†). The SDB
2 building blocks showed self-117

assembled clusters at ε̃LL = 7.5 (Fig. 2A and Table S1, ESI†). The118

clusters were found to be constituted by 5, 6, and 7 membered119

rings (Fig. 2B) which is different from the self-assembled struc-120

tures (chains) obtained for the spherical patchy particles having121

two surface patches at two opposite poles22, instead of lobes.122

The radial distribution function (RDF) calculated for the C-C pair123

reveals that long range order is not present in these clusters,124

thereby indicating the formation of amorphous structures, where125

the building blocks located in a bulk cluster are surrounded by126

six other building blocks. The first coordination shell (inset in127

Fig. 2C) shows that the central seed (with respect to which the128

first coordination shell is computed), along with the seeds from129

neighboring building blocks, forms a trigonal prismatic geometry130

(Fig. 2D).131

For STP
3 building blocks, we observed self-assembled structures132

at ε̃LL = 6.0 and 7.5 (Table S1). At ε̃LL = 6.0, building blocks self-133

assemble to form long porous cylindrical tubes and many such134

interconnected tubes of different diameters and lengths further135

organize into larger tubular assemblies (Fig. 3A, B and Fig. S4A136

and S4B, ESI†). The length and the width of the longest and137

widest tube detected are 36 σL (length; σL is lobe diameter) and138

8 σL (width), respectively. The RDF computed for the C-C pair139

reveals no long range order in the cluster (Fig. 3C and Fig. S4C,140

ESI†). The first coordination shell for a building block deeply141
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Fig. 3 Self-assembly of STP
3 building blocks: (A) Simulation domain showing the formation of self-assembled structures, (B) A cuboid extracted from the

cluster showing the tubes of different diameters (the open ends of a few tubes are highlighted by black dotted circles), (C) Radial distribution function
for the C-C pair; (inset) the first coordination shell of a building block is shown with the lobes of the central building block highlighted in blue, (D)
Simulation domain showing the formation of two dimensional sheets at ε̃LL = 7.5, (E) A zoomed-view of the simulation domain showing the formation of
two dimensional sheets, and (F) Radial distribution function computed for the C-C pairs present in two-dimensional sheets.

buried in the cluster is shown in the inset of Fig. 3C highlighting142

that each of the three lobes of STP
3 building blocks is attached143

with three other lobes from three different building blocks and144

thus each building block is surrounded by 9 other building blocks145

in its first coordination shell. However, at ε̃LL = 7.5, STP
3 building146

blocks self-assemble to form porous two-dimensional sheet-like147

structures (Fig. 3D). In these structures, each of the three lobes148

is attached with 2 other lobes from 2 different building blocks149

and thereby each building block is surrounded by 6 other building150

blocks in its first coordination shell and long range order is absent151

(Fig. 3E, F).152

For S4SP
4 and S4TH

4 , the building blocks formed polyhedron-153

shaped structures at ε̃LL = 5.0 (Fig. 4A and 5A). The square planar154

building blocks (S4SP
4 ), unlike their spherical analogues (spheri-155

cal patchy particles having four surface patches at four equatorial156

positions that self-assemble into two-dimensional sheets22), were157

observed to self-assemble into close packed spherical clathrates158

(Fig. 4B and Fig. S4E, ESI†). Each spherical clathrate was com-159

prised of 12 building blocks where the seed in each building block160

occupies the vertices of a cuboctahedron (Fig. 4C). The RDF cal-161

culated for the C-C pair shows multiple intense peaks depict-162

ing that higher order structures are embedded within the self-163

assembled morphologies (Fig. 4D and Fig. S4F, ESI†). The co-164

ordination number for a building block is 10 (inset snapshot in165

Fig. 4D).166

Unlike S4SP
4 , the S4TH

4 building blocks do not self-assemble167

into spherical clathrates but they are well-ordered inside the self-168

assembled structures as revealed by the RDF (Fig. 5B). The first169

coordination shell displayed in Fig. 5B (inset) shows that each of170

the four lobes of the central tetrahedral building block is attached171

with three lobes from three different building blocks and hence172

surrounded by 12 other building blocks. Twelve seeds belonging173

to 12 building blocks present in the first coordination shell and174

the central seed with respect to which the first coordination shell175

is measured form hexagonal close packed structures constituted176

by two different kinds of planes (Fig. 5C). At higher ε̃LL, both177

SSP
4 and STH

4 building blocks self-assemble to form porous wire-178

like structures (Fig. S5A and S5B, ESI†) and at very high ε̃LL179

(ε̃LL = 15.0), SSP
4 building blocks formed two-dimensional sheet180

like structures (Fig. S6, ESI†).181

The trigonal bipyramidal (STBP
5 ) and the octahedral (SOCT

6 )182

building blocks formed compact polyhedron shaped self-183

assembled structures at ε̃LL = 4.3 and 3.8, respectively (Fig. 5D,184

G). For both of these systems, multiple peaks present in the RDF185

(Fig. 5E, H) indicate that the building blocks are highly ordered186

and correlated in these self-assembled structures. The number of187

building blocks in the first coordination shell is 12 for both STBP
5188

and SOCT
6 . The first coordination shell for STBP

5 and SOCT
6 shows189

that the building blocks are tightly packed in these systems (in-190

set in Fig. 5E, H). For STBP
5 , the seeds are arranged in hexagonal191

close packed structures comprised of two different planes similar192

to STH
4 (Fig. 5C, F), but for SOCT

6 , the seeds are organized as face193

centered cubes which are constituted by three different types of194

planes (Fig. 5I). With an increase in ε̃LL, the shapes of these self-195

assembled structures became gradually thinner and longer and at196

very high ε̃LL, they formed long extended structures (Fig. S5D197

and S5F, ESI†).198

We further characterized porous assemblies by computing the199

distributions of pore diameters (Fig. 6A) using the Zeo++ soft-200

ware29,30by extracting the largest possible cuboids (Fig. S7, ESI†)201

from self-assembled structures. The pore-diameter distributions202

show that each building block produces a sharp peak (except203

SDB
2 and STP

3 ) showing uniform pore-sizes. However, the self-204

assembled structures obtained from SDB
2 have pores with larger205
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Fig. 4 Self-assembly of SSP
4 building blocks: (A) Simulation domain showing the formation of polyhedron shaped self-assembled structures at ε̃LL = 5.0,

(B) Structures of spherical clathrates formed by the SSP
4 building blocks, (C) Hexagonal close packing of self-assembled cuboctahedrons; the red

spheres are the seeds of the lobed particles, (D) Radial distribution function for the C-C pair; the presence of multiple peaks indicates the formation of
crystalline structures; (inset) the first coordination shell of a building block is shown with the lobes of the central building block highlighted in blue.

Fig. 5 Snapshots and data corresponding to self-assembly of STH
4 (panels A, B, C), STBP

5 (panels D, E, F), and SOCT
6 (panels G, H, I) building blocks: (A,

D, G) Simulation domains showing the formation of many polyhedron shaped clusters; (B, E, H) RDFs show the presence of multiple peaks indicating
the formation of crystalline structures, and the first coordination shells (inset); the lobes of the central particles with respect to which the first coordination
shell were measured are depicted in blue; (C and F) Hexagonal close packed structures comprised of two different planes a (green) and b (blue); and
(I) Face centered cubic lattice comprised of three different planes a (cyan), b (blue) and c (green) formed by the seeds of 13 lobed particles (12 in the
first coordination shell and 1 in the center).
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Fig. 6 (A) Derivative distributions of the pore volume, and (B) the diameter (D f ) corresponding to the largest free sphere present in the self-assembled
structures.

diameters ranging between 4σL to 8σL due to the presence of206

large rings. Similarly, for STP
3 , a wider pore-diameter distribution207

is observed with values ranging between 2σL to 7σL. This pat-208

tern of the pore-size distribution can be attributed to the fact that209

STP
3 building blocks self-assemble into cylindrical hollow tubes of210

different diameters. The SSP
4 building blocks also show larger211

pore-sizes (as indicated by a sharp peak at σL = 3.9) which is212

due to the formation of spherical clathrates. The pore diameters213

for the STH
4 and STBP

5 building blocks are nearly identical. The214

self-assembled structures based upon SOCT
6 lead to the smallest215

pores likely due to a tighter packing given the maximum num-216

ber of lobes. We also estimated the diameter of the largest free217

sphere (D f ; Fig. 6B), the largest sphere that can freely move218

within the self-assembled porous structures. Consistent with the219

pore-diameter distributions, these data show that D f is maximum220

for SDB
2 building blocks, which is followed by STP

3 . This is due to221

the presence of ring structures obtained from SDB
2 building blocks222

and interconnected tubes from STP
3 . For the remaining cases, the223

values of D f are smaller and comparable.224

To understand the effect of density of particles on the self-225

assembled structures, we performed simulations of several types226

of lobed particles (dumbbell, trigonal planar, square planar and227

trigonal bipyramid) at different volume fractions (φ = 0.01 to228

0.11). For different φ values, we calculated the number of self-229

assembled clusters formed at the end of simulations and also cal-230

culated the percentage of the number of building blocks present231

in each self-assembled cluster using the depth first search algo-232

rithm31. We observed that at very low volume fractions (φ =233

0.01), the lobed particles do not self-assemble on simulation234

timescales of 108 steps (Fig. S8, ESI†). However, at higher vol-235

ume fractions (φ = 0.05 to 0.11), the lobed particles self-assemble236

into larger clusters (Fig. S9, ESI†) but the local arrangement of237

the lobed particles in final self-assembled morphologies does not238

change on increasing the density (Fig. S10, ESI†).239

In conclusion, we have tested the self-assembly of lobed par-240

ticles of seven different shapes and shown that lobed particles241

can self-assemble into higher order porous structures if the inter-242

lobe interactions are tuned. We show that not only the patch243

size,20 interactions between the patches (lobes) also determine244

the number of particles in the first coordination shell. At lower245

ε̃LL, the dumbbell and the triangular planar (STP
3 ) shaped building246

blocks form highly porous amorphous structures. At lower ε̃LL,247

the triangular building blocks are surrounded by 9 other build-248

ing blocks and form cylindrical hollow tubes, but at higher ε̃LL,249

they are surrounded by 6 building blocks to form two-dimensional250

sheets. Given these self-assembled morphologies, trigonal pla-251

nar building blocks can be compared with the sp2 hybridized car-252

bon atoms which form carbon nanotubes and graphene sheets253

in two allotropic states. The square planar SSP
4 building blocks254

self-assembled into close packed spherical clathrates at lower ε̃LL.255

Each spherical clathrate is constituted by 12 building blocks and256

the seeds of these 12 building blocks are located at the vertices of257

a cuboctahedron. The STD
4 , STBP

5 and SOCT
6 building blocks self-258

assembled into very compact structures with smaller pore-sizes.259

The STD
4 and STBP

5 building blocks were also observed to assemble260

in a hexagonal close packing arrangement, and the SOCT
6 building261

blocks into face centered cubic lattices.262

The self-assembly study carried out in this work is scale in-263

dependent and therefore it is applicable to particles of sub-264

micrometer to micrometer sizes. Gong et al.24 have recently265

proposed a method called colloidal fusion to synthesize spher-266

ical patchy particles of different sizes. This method does not267

rely on the chemistry of particles but rather on a simple physico-268

chemical algorithm incorporating symmetry and composition in-269

formation. Therefore, the method can produce patchy particles270

from nm to µm sizes. Pine and coworkers20 have also designed271

a method where the clusters of microspheres are first made us-272

ing the emulsion-evaporation technique and then a two-stage273

swelling process followed by polymerization is performed to pro-274

duce patchy lobed particles of different shapes. To our knowl-275

edge, the lobed particles synthesized so far are primarily designed276

with non-biodegradable polymers like polystyrene, which may277
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not be suitable for biomedical applications, where biodegradable278

polymers are likely needed. Since the dumbbell-shaped particles279

generate larger and well-connected pores in self-assembled mor-280

phologies reported in this work, we surmise that these particles, if281

designed in the micron-size range and using biodegradable poly-282

mers, could be useful to mimic the extracellular matrix32. The283

three lobed planar particles of nanometer size can also be used as284

building blocks to prepare synthetic channels for applications in285

molecular separations. If the interactions between the lobes are286

tuned, these particles can also self-assemble in two-dimensional287

sheets with likely applications in adsorption and catalysis33. The288

four lobed planar particles are likely useful to study host-guest289

chemistry as they are capable of creating clathrate-like structures.290

We suggest that findings from this work will inspire future exper-291

imental work aimed at exploring the self-assembly of lobed parti-292

cles of various sizes.293
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